Spin trap determination of free radical burst kinetics in stimulated neutrophils.
Electron spin resonance spin-trapping methods were used to investigate the free radical production kinetics of neutrophils stimulated with phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) and opsonized zymosan (OPZ). Using the spin trap 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide, the principle spin adduct observed is DMPO-OH (trapped hydroxyl radical). The DMPO-OH ESR signal amplitude was observed to decay exponentially. In such cases a simple method may be used to analyze the raw kinetics amplitude data to yield true production rate and net production data. The method, pitfalls, and self-consistency criteria are illustrated with PMA and OPZ-stimulated neutrophils at 25 and 37 degrees C under varying oxygen tensions, and with noise-free simulated data. The simulations demonstrate that rate results are relatively insensitive to the precise choice of decay time constant, tc, while net production results are very sensitive to the choice of tc used to analyze the raw data. OPZ (0.6-2.4 mg/ml) yields a strong, sharp neutrophil burst which peaks in 2 min or less while PMA yields a slower burst which peaks in 3.4-14 min for PMA concentrations of 500-50 ng/ml, respectively. Increased oxygen tension during the PMA experiments increased the spin adduct lifetime. The methods presented are applicable to other cell systems or spin adducts which exhibit first order decay.